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Abstract

The ITERneutral beam systemwill be equippedwith radio-frequency (RF) negative ion sources, based

on the IPPGarching prototype source design. Up to 100 kWat 1MHz is coupled to the RF driver, out

of which the plasma expands into themain source chamber. Compared to arc driven sources, RF

sources aremaintenance free andwithout evaporation of tungsten. Themodularity of the driver

concept permits to supply large source volumes. The prototype source (one driver) demonstrated

operation in hydrogen and deuteriumup to one hourwith ITER relevant parameters. The ELISE test

facility is operatingwith a source of half the ITER size (four drivers) in order to validate themodular

source concept and to gain early operational experience at ITER relevant dimensions. A large variety

of diagnostics allows improving the understanding of the relevant physics and its link to the source

performance.Most of the negative ions are produced on a caesiated surface by conversion of hydrogen

atoms. Cs conditioning and distribution have been optimized in order to achieve high ion currents

which are stable in time. Amagneticfilter field is needed to reduce the electron temperature and co-

extracted electron current. The influence of different field topologies and strengths on the source

performance, plasma and beamproperties is being investigated. The results achieved in short pulse

operation are close to or even exceed the ITER requirements with respect to the extracted ion currents.

However, the extracted negative ion current for long pulse operation (up to 1 h) is limited by the

increase of the co-extracted electron current, especially in deuteriumoperation.

1. Introduction

Compared tofilament based ion sources the radio frequency (RF)driven sources have the advantage of

simplicity, reliability and longer lifetime.

In future large fusionmachines RF sources are very attractive for the neutral beam systems, because of the in

principlemaintenance free operation. This is a very important advantage in a radioactive environment, where

maintenance and repairs have to be carried out by remote handling.Moreover, the sourcewallmaterial can be

chosen freely, which offersmore experimental flexibility to optimize the surface production of negative ions

compared tofilament sources, where the inner walls are coatedwith tungsten from the filaments during

operation.

The target values of the accelerated ion current density are 230 Am−2 (H–
) and 200 Am−2 (D−) respectively.

The currents of the co-extracted electrons have to be smaller than that of the ions. Further requirements were

operation in long pulses up to 3600 s (D−) and 1000 s (H–
) at amaximumfilling pressure of 0.3 Pa. The low

pressure is necessary to keep the negative ion stripping losses in the extraction system low [1].

In 1996 IPPGarching started investigating the applicability of RF driven negative ion sources for theNBI of

ITER [2]. The experiments were startedwith a small prototype sourcewith 0.3×0.6 m2 base area on the

BATMANandMANITU test facilities and is currently being continuedwith the large source of the ELISE test
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facility (0.9×1 m2
)which has half the size of the ITER source (0.9×2 m2

). ELISE is an intermediate step

within the scientific roadmap to develop the ITERNBI source as shown infigure 1. The full size sourcewill be

used in the heating and diagnostic injectors (HNBandDNB) of ITER and first tested at the SPIDER andMITICA

test facilities at RFX in Padua [3].

2. RF sources for negative neutral beam injection systems (NNBI)

2.1. Principle of RF sources for negative ion production

The operating principle of these RF sources is indicated infigure 2: the plasma is generated in the cylindrical

source volume by inductive coupling of the RF power (up to 100 kW, f=1MHz) by an external coil. This so-

called ‘driver’ consists of anAl2O3 or quartz cylinder with a RF coil of typically 6 turnswound around it. On the

inside it is protected fromplasma erosion by a Faraday shieldwith vertical slits allowing the penetration of the

Figure 1.Modular concept of the RF source: from the prototype towards ion sources for ITERwith ELISE as an intermediate step to
prove the technological and physical concepts.

Figure 2. Schematic layout of the prototype source, left: exploded viewof the driver, right: cross section through the ion source.
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magnetic RF-field. Because the Faraday shield prevents the capacitive coupling, a small starter filament is

necessary to ignite the plasma. In sources with several drivers only one has to be equippedwith afilament.

Additionally the pressure is raised during the starting phase to ease plasma ignition.

The plasma expands out of the driver into themain source chamber. In order to avoid sputtering it is very

important to coat the inner surfaces (made of copper for its thermal properties) bymolybdenum, in particular

surfaces exposed to high plasma density, like the Faraday shield. Otherwise the plasma grid can be covered by

sputtered copper whichwould affect the negative ion production [4].

Themain advantage of the driver concept is themodularity, which enables the extension to large sources by

adding several drivers to one common expansion chamber.

Negative ions are predominantly produced via a surface conversion process of neutral atoms on the first grid

(plasma grid, PG) close to the extraction apertures. This process can be enhanced significantly by evaporating

caesium (Cs) into the source and depositing it on the plasma grid surface to reduce its work function. Amagnetic

filterfield in front of the plasma grid is required to reduce the electron temperature in this region in order to

minimize the destruction of negative ions by electron collisions and to reduce the amount of co-extracted

electrons. Themagnetic filterfield is generated in the prototype source by rods of permanentmagnets, which are

mounted at 30 cmdistance from each other along the sides of the plasma grid (see figure 2). They are installed in

the diagnostic flange 3 cmupstreamwith respect to the PGor alternatively in an externalmagnet framewhich

can be shifted along the source axis in a range between 9 and 19 cm from the PG [5].

This field generationwith permanentmagnets is only possible in small ion sources, like the prototype source.

In large sources like the ITER source, thewidth of 0.9 m exceeds by far the range of permanentmagnets. In this

case thefilterfield can be generated by a current of several kAflowing in vertical direction through the plasma

grid (PG current). This solution is realized in the ELISE test facility, described in section 2.3.

A three grid extraction system is used in all test facilities to extract and accelerate the negative ions. The

plasma grid (PG) has 80° chamfers on the plasma side to enhance the extraction probability for negative ions.

The second grid, the extraction grid (EG), has furthermagnets embedded to deflect the co-extracted electrons

out of the beam at low energies. They are deflected onto the surface of the EGwhich has a sophisticated cooling

scheme integrated to scopewith the high power load. The allowable power load on the EG is defining the

maximumcurrent of co-extracted electrons. The plasma is switched off to avoid thermal overloading of the EG

if the product ofmeasured electron current and extraction voltage exceeds the allowable limit (for ELISE the

design value of acceptable power load is 200 kWper grid segment and plasma is switched off at 120 kWper

segment for safety reasons).

The ‘bias plate’ (BP) is in principle an extension of the sourcewalls, which covers the part of the plasma grid

without extraction area and leads the source potential close to the extraction area. By applying a positive voltage

to the plasma gridwith respect to the bias plate the plasma in front of plasma grid can be influenced in away that

the current of co-extracted electrons is further reduced.

To control the Cs dynamics in the source, the plasma grid and bias plate is heated up to 200 °C and the inner

walls of themain chamber are kept at elevated temperature of 35 °C–40 °C, the latter in order to avoid cold spots

where Cs can be trapped.

For the power supply RF generators working at 1 MHz are usedwith powers up to 180 kW.As the generator

is set on ground potential while the source is on high negative potential up to 60 kV, the RF power is transferred

via aDC insulating ferrite core transformer. Thematching circuit is shown infigure 3.Overmany years the

generators usedwere self-excited tube oscillators. Recently very promising experiments have been startedwith

replacing themby transistorized amplifiers [6].

Figure 3.Matching circuit of the RF source.
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2.2. Test facilities equippedwith the prototype source: BATMANandMANITU

On the test facilities BATMANandMANITU the prototype source is usedwhich has the size of roughly one

eighth of the ITER source. The driver has a diameter of 24 cm and a volume of 7.7 l, the dimensions of themain

chamber are b×l×d=31×58×23 cm3
(volume 40 l).

On the BATMAN test facility (BAvarian TestMAchine forNegative ions) the plasma pulse duration is

limited to 7 s, beam extraction formaximum5 swith up to 10 kV extraction and 15 kV acceleration voltage can

be performedwith an extraction area of 63.3 cm2. The extraction system is derived froma positive ion extraction

systemusing 126 apertures with a diameter ofØ 8 mm.This test facility is devoted to physical investigations and

improvements of the source design and diagnostic systems [7].

At theMANITU test facility (Multi AmpereNegative IonTestUnit) the prototype source and the test bed

had been upgraded to enable a larger area beam extraction (approx. 200 cm2
) and long pulse operation up to

3600 s inH– andD−. Themodifications to the source design for long pulses aimed at temperature control of all

surfaces which are exposed to the plasma: actively cooling of the Faraday shield, which is the part with the highest

power load, temperature control of the plasma grid by forced airflow and of the source sidewall and back plate

by temperedwater. On this test facility stable long pulses in hydrogen and deuteriumhave been demonstrated.

Figure 4 shows the extracted ion current densities and the electron to ion ratios inD− operation achieved in one

experimental campaign for all discharge parameters. Although the ion currents were limited in long pulses due

to the increase of the electron current amaximumpulse length in deuteriumof one hour has been achieved [8].

On both test facilities the required ITERparameters with respect to extracted current densities (329 Am−2

H–, 289 Am−2D−), electron to ion ratio (<1), source pressure (0.3 Pa) and pulse length (1 hD−, 400 sH– at that

time,meanwhile extended to 1000 s) could be achieved, but not simultaneously. Because of the positive results

the RF sourcewas selected in 2007 as the reference source for ITER.

MANITUhas been shut down in 2011, becausemajor components were needed for the ELISE test facility.

2.3. Test facilities RADI andELISE

The extrapolation from the prototype source to ITER size sources is done in amodular way by using eight drivers

attached to one expansion chamber. The challenges to be tackled for this step are the uniformity of plasma and

extracted beam, the simultaneous operation of several drivers and the generation and topology of the filterfield

over thewide extraction area. For investigating these issues an intermediate step towards ITERwas realized at

IPPwith two large RF sources which have the same sourcewidth but only half the height of the ITER source, the

RADI and the ELISE sources. Both are equippedwith four drivers supplied by two 180 kW/1MHzRF

generators. Each of the generators is connected to two neighboring drivers, which are connected in series.

The RADI source (inner dimensions: 0.76×0.8 m2
) had no beam extraction andwas intended (i) to

demonstrate the plasma uniformity of a RF source of ITERdimensions, (ii) to gain experience on operating

several drivers simultaneously, pairwise connected in series, and (iii) to define operation parameters like gas

flow, source pressure, etc [9]. Due to the small distance between the drivers of one pair, somemutual inductance

exists which is suspected to have caused in the long run damages of the Faraday shields. Therefore the individual

drivers were shielded on the outside by electromagnetic screens (EMS). Since then no further damage occurred.

The RADI test facility ismeanwhile shut down, because the RF generators were needed for the ELISE test facility.

ELISE is the next step involving beam extraction and including the technical experience gained at RADI: the

base area of the ELISE source (extraction froma large ion source experiment) is slightly larger (0.87×1 m2
) in

Figure 4. Source performance ofMANITU forD− operation in dependence of the pulse length.
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order to improve the plasma homogeneity at the edge of the extraction system [10]. Additionally the diameter of

the drivers was increased from24 cm (prototype andRADI) to 28 cm (ELISE) for better illumination of the

extraction area by the plasma and a reduction of the power density in the drivers. A less pronounced neutral

depletion effect [11] and a higher dissociation degree are also expected from this change due to the increased

volume to surface ratio.

The design of the source and the extraction system follows as close as possible the ITERdesign. In order to

have ITER like operation conditions the drivers are placed in vacuum.However, somemodifications have been

carried out to allow better diagnostic access and to improve the experimental flexibility. An overview is shown in

figure 5 and presented in [12, 13].

The extraction system consists of three grids: plasma grid (PG), extraction grid (EG), grounded grid (GG)

and a bias plate (BP) in front of the PG. Each grid has 640 apertures with a very similar aperture pattern (arranged

in eight beamlet groupswith 5×16 apertures each) and identical aperture geometry as ITER (Ø14mm), details

are published in [12, 14, 15]. The grids are composed by two segments arranged on top of each other, a top and a

bottom segment. For the EG and theGG these segments are electrically insulated against each other and against

their grid support structure in order tomeasure individually the currents onto them.

Plasma operation of the source is possible up to 1 h, whereas beam extraction is pulsedwith a duty cycle of

10 s/150 s due to limitations of theHVpower supply.With an extraction area of 0.1 m2 and beams of 60 kV/

20 AELISE is an important intermediate step towards the full size ITER source. Beamproperties like uniformity,

divergence and power aremeasured by several diagnostic tools. A detailed description of available source and

beamdiagnostics is given in section 3.

Themagnetic filter field in ELISE is produced by a current up to 5.3 kAdriven vertically through the PG. For

a uniform field parallel to the extraction area a uniform current density distribution is achieved by a proper grid

design [15]. Furthermore the three-dimensional topology of thefield can strongly be influenced by the position

of the return conductors of the PG current and is significantly different from that of the prototype source (see

figure 6). In the prototype source only aweek field penetrates into the driver but the uniformity across the

extraction area is limited. On the contrary in ELISE the uniformity is very good, but a higher field penetrates into

the drivers, although the return conductors are placed in the closest possible position beside the drivers. The

experiments have shown that in ELISE a lowerfilter field is needed than expected: in hydrogen afield strength

near the plasma grid of 2.2 mT and in deuteriumof 3.2 mT is used. The values of thefield integrated in the

direction perpendicular to the PG are 0.4 mTmand 0.6 mTmrespectively [16]. Corresponding numbers for the

prototype source at BATMANare 7 mT and 1–1.5 mTm for both species [5]. Increasing the filter field above

these values reduces further the current of co-extracted electrons but also of the extracted negative ions. It is one

of themain tasks of ELISE to study thefilterfield dependencies of the extracted current density, the co-extracted

electron currents and the long pulse stability. Therefore a highflexibility of the position of the return conductors

has been implemented in the source design; even crossing through the expansion volume is an option. The

addition of external permanentmagnets along the sidewalls of the source vessel which change the 3D topology

of the filterfield is also under investigation [17–19].

Figure 5.ELISE test facility, left: back side of ion sourcewith 4 drivers (for operation in vacuumclosed by a dome), right: view onto
extraction system, showing the plasma grid and the bias plate; from the top the flexible copper conductors for the vertical PG current
are visible, a corresponding connection is installed on the bottom side.
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For neutron shielding the entire test bed is encased in a concrete house, allowing beam extraction in

deuteriumup to 6 h a year.

ELISE is in operation since February 2013 and routine operation for short pulses (20 s plasmawith 10 s

beam)was demonstrated up to current densities of 256 Am−2 (H)/176 Am−2 (D). Also long pulses up 1 h (cw

source plasmawith 10 s beamblips every≈150 s) could be performed at 0.3 Pawith limited RF power, achieving

153 Am−2 (H)/57 Am−2 (D). Further improvement of the source performance by increasing theRF power is

limited so far by (i)RF break downswhich occur randomly outside of the drivers and (ii) the amount and

temporal stability of the co-extracted electron current, in particular in deuteriumoperation.

3.Diagnostic tools for the evaluation of source and beamperformance

Diagnostic tools in the ion source and for the beam are required on the one hand in order to characterize the

performance of the source and correlate it to the plasma parameters, on the other hand in order to understand

the relevant physical processes, enabling the possibility for future optimization of the ion source. Although

important parts of the source are not accessible for diagnostics (for example the boundary between the quasi-

neutral source plasma and the extracted particle beamwhich is calledmeniscus), diagnostics are required in

order to give input parameters and benchmark theoreticalmodels describing individual parts of the ion source,

including regions inaccessible to diagnostics [20]. Due to itsflexible access for diagnosticsmainly the BATMAN

test facility is used at IPP for these kinds of benchmarks.

3.1. Source diagnostics

The expansion volumewith themagnetic filterfield divides the source plasma into two different regimes (typical

plasma parameters determined by different diagnostics are listed in table 1):

In the driver, due to the elevated electron temperature and density an ionizing plasma is formedwhich is

characterized by the dominance of inelastic electron collisions for the population of the individual excitation

states [26] and its high dissociation degree ofmolecular hydrogen into atomic hydrogen [27]. Diagnostics in the

driver need towithstand the elevated plasma density and electron temperature (ne=ni≈10
18m−3,

Te≈10 eV). For this reason, non-invasive diagnostics like the optical emission spectroscopy (OES) are

preferable in this plasma regime.

Figure 6.Comparison of thefilterfield of ELISE and the prototype source; top left: BATMAN in standard configurationwith
permanentmagnets in the diagnosticflange, top right: ELISEwith 2.8 kAPG current and return conductors beside drivers (standard
configuration forH), bottom: profile of the totalfilterfield across the PG for both cases.
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Due to the reduced electron temperature and density (ne<ni≈10
17m−3,Te≈1 eV), a recombining

plasma is formed in the extended boundary layer close to the PG. In the recombining plasma, electron collisions

are less important for the population of excited atomic ormolecular states—in contrary, recombination

processes are of high importance [26]. For this reason, emissivitiesmeasured byOES aremuchmore complex to

interpret. Invasive diagnostics as Langmuir probes become a useful tool for the determination of plasma

parameters in this regime.

In the following, plasma and beamdiagnostics used at the negative ion test facilities at IPP are discussed in

more detail.

3.1.1. Optical emission spectroscopy

UsingOES, the emissivity in the extended visible range (250–900 nm) of hydrogenBalmer lines (H), the

molecular Fulcher band (H2), caesium and impurities typically are determined. At the IPP test facilities, OES is

used for three tasks:

• Detection of impurities as oxygen, nitrogen, theOHband or copper.

• Monitoring the stability of pulses by recording time traces of individual emission lines or bands.

• Quantitative evaluation for the determination of plasma parameters (mainly /T n n n, ,e e H H2
, vibrational

temperatureTvib and rotational temperatureTrot). For quantitative evaluation, the setupmust be absolutely

calibrated.

Depending on the task differentmeasurement systems are used:

• Simple photo diodes with an interference filter formonitoring the plasma stability, e.g. theHα radiation in the

driver(s).

• Survey spectrometers (typical wavelength resolution of several 100 pm/pixel) for all tasks, including some

quantitative evaluation ( /T n n n, ,e e H H2
). Figure 7(a) shows a typical spectrum in the extended boundary layer

at BATMAN. The temporal evolution of the Balmer lines and Fulcher band during this BATMANpulse is

plotted infigure 7(b). An influence of the applied high voltage during the extraction phase is seen in the

measured emissivities in the extended boundary layer.

• High resolution spectrometers (typical wavelength resolution in the order of 10 pm/pixel) for amore detailed

detection of impurities (yielding amuch better insight into the structure of the emission line or band) aswell

as for quantitative evaluation—in particular of themolecular Fulcher band for the determination ofTvib and

Trot [27].

For the determination of plasma parameters collisional radiativemodels describing the population and

depopulation of the individual states for atomic andmolecular hydrogen are applied [28, 29]. The application of

suchmodels is straight forward in the ionizing driver plasma; however, it ismuchmore complex in the

recombining plasma regime close to the PG,wheremany different channels (e.g. recombination processes and

mutual neutralization of negative ionswith positive ions) lead to the population of the individual excited states.

3.1.2. Langmuir probes

Langmuir probes are used in the extended boundary layer for determining the plasma parameters ni, ne,Te, the

floating potentialΦfl and plasma potentialΦpl.Movable probes allow for the determination of profiles (either in

axial direction from the driver exit to the PG [30] or in horizontal and vertical direction in the extended

boundary layer [23]), whereas fixed probes are used as a standard diagnostic for determining changes in the

Table 1.Typical plasma parameters in the driver and extended boundary layer of the RF source. Added in parenthesis are the diagnostics
used for determination.

Parameter Value in the driver Value in the ext. boundary layer

Positive ion density +ni ≈1018 m−3 (OES, [21]) ≈1017 m−3 (Langmuir probe, [22])

Electron density ne ≈1018 m−3 (OES, [21]) <1017 m−3 (Langmuir probe, [23])

H−density -nH <1017 (CRDS, [24])

Cs0 density nCs0 ≈0 (OES) ≈1015 m−3 (TDLAS, [25])

Electron temperature Te ≈10 eV (OES, [21]) ≈1 eV (Langmuir probe, [22]

Hydrogen density nH2
≈1019 m−3 (pressure)

Atomic fraction /n nH H2
0.2–0.4 (OES, [21])
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plasma parameters or the plasma asymmetry by using twoprobes. An axial profile of plasma parameters in the

expansion chamberwill be shown infigure 18(a). A sufficient plasma overlap in front of the PG from the four

drivers has been demonstrated by laterallymoveable probes at RADI [31]. Due to the oscillating plasma potential

caused by the RF plasma generation aswell as themagnetized electrons in the filter field, Langmuir probes

require either RF compensation or a careful analysis of the positive ion branch of the I–V curve only, as well as a

suitable probe tip radius with respect to the electron gyration radius and local Debye length.

Langmuir probes are the only diagnostics revealing information on the potentials in the plasma. In particular

the plasma potential in the vicinity of the PG is of high interest, since the potential difference to the positively

biased PG strongly influences the dynamics of charged particle fluxes onto and from the PG (mainly electrons

from the plasma onto the PG aswell as surface producedH− from the PG into the plasma) and thus strongly

influences the amount of extractedH− and co-extracted electron current.

A clear transition of the plasma regime close to the PG takes place during theCs conditioning process of the

ion source: figure 8 shows two Langmuir probe characteristics recorded at BATMANat an axial distance of

7 mm from the PG, one in a cleaned source before evaporating Cs (volume operation) and a second one in awell

caesiated source. The classical Langmuir probe characteristics indicates an electron-ion plasma close to the PG

in volume operationwhereas the transition to a symmetric curve indicates the formation of an ion–ion plasma,

inwhich negative hydrogen ions form the dominant negative charge flux to the Langmuir probe. During the

caesiation of the source, also the plasma potential is significantly lowered (from39.1 to 29.7 V), which is

Figure 7. (a) Survey spectrumduring a BATMANpulsemeasured in the extended boundary layer.Marked in gray are the individual
integration ranges. (b)Time traces of theHα, Hβ, Hγ and Fulcher emissivities during a BATMANdischarge in the extended boundary
layer. Hα is overexposed during the beginning of the discharge.Marked in light blue is the time, duringwhichRF is applied to the
source; dark blue indicates the beam extraction phase.

Figure 8. Langmuir probe characteristics in the extended boundary layer before Cs evaporation and in awell caesiated source,
measured at BATMAN.
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explained by a significant flux of surface-produced negatively charged particles from thewalls into the

plasma [32].

3.1.3. Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS)

CRDSis a sensitive absorption technique for the determination of the line-of-sight (LOS) integratedH− density

[24]. CRDS is based on the photo detachment process ofH−: n+  +- -h eH H .Due to the low cross-section

of this process (3.5×10−21m2 at a wavelength of 1064 nm [33]), classical absorption techniques suffer from

sensitivity. For this reason, CRDSuses a highfinesse optical cavity formed by twomirrors (R>99.99%), which

is excited by a ns-scale laser pulse. The LOS integratedH− density can be calculated by the comparison of the

decay time of the empty cavity with the decay time during the plasma pulse, the latter includingH− as an

additional absorber. At BATMAN, a negative hydrogen ion density in the order of 1016m−3 ismeasured during

pure volume operation; this density is increased by up to one order ofmagnitude during caesiation of the

source [24, 32].

Plotted infigure 9 is the evolution of the extracted negative hydrogen ion density as well as theH− density

during extraction and during RF only phase in front of the plasma grid (axial distance of 2.2 cm) for thefirst day

of Cs conditioning at BATMAN. In general, theH− density in the plasma volume shows the same trend as the

extracted negative ion current density. The effect of the extraction on theH− density (comparison between

extraction andRF only phases) becomes less pronouncedwhen the source is better conditioned. The transport

of negative ions changes drastically during the shown first conditioning fromnegative ions solely produced in

the plasma volume (clean sourcewithout Cs) towards surface production, where negative ions predominately

origin from the caesiated surfaces.

3.1.4. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS)

TDLAS is applied at BATMAN for the determination of the LOS integrated neutral Cs density nCs
0 [34]. TDLAS

uses a single-mode diode laser, whosewavelength is tuned over theCs 852 nm resonance line for recording an

absorption spectrum. In contrast toOES, TDLAS determines the neutral Cs density without the requirement of

any knowledge of plasma parameters in plasma phases and additionally in vacuumphases of the pulsed-driven

test facilities. The vertical Cs symmetry can be determined by using twohorizontal LOS (the vertical Cs

symmetry is of importance since in the standard setup of BATMANonly oneCs oven ismounted in the top part

of the source [25]). These featuresmake TDLAS an important diagnostics for gaining insight into the complex

Cs dynamics in the ion source. The typical neutral Cs density during plasma phases at BATMAN is in the order

of 1015m−3, in vacuumphases it can be up to one order ofmagnitude lower, the latter strongly depending on the

Cs evaporation rate of the oven [25].

The neutral Cs densitymeasured in the top and bottompart of the source for two pulses during an

operational day at BATMAN is shown infigure 10. TheCs density in the vacuumphase before and after the

plotted seventh pulse of the day is below the detection limit (<1014m−3). In case of the 130th pulse of the day,

the neutral Cs density in the vacuumphase before and after the pulse is roughly two times higher at the top LOS

than at the bottomLOS, caused by the fact that the Cs oven ismounted in the top part of the back plate of the

Figure 9.Extracted negative ion current density andH− density during extraction (filled circles) and during RF only phase (open
circles) for the first day of Cs conditioning of a BATMANcampaign.Operational parameters have been kept constant (0.3 Pafilling
pressure, 60 kWRFpower, 5 kV extraction voltage).
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expansion chamber. For both pulses during the plasma phase, a similar neutral Cs density is detected at both

lines of sight (1015m−3 for the seventh pulse and 2–3×1015m−3 for the 130th pulse). The temporary increase

of the neutral Cs density in the vacuumphase after the pulses is explained by the lack of ionization processes after

turning off the RF plasma heating. The density decreases afterward back to equilibriumwithin several seconds.

Due to redistribution processes in the plasma, Cs is distributed almost homogeneously during the plasma phases

of both shownpulses. Amore detailed explanation of theCs dynamics at BATMANcan be found in [25].

3.2. Beamdiagnostics

3.2.1. Electrical currentmeasurements

In order to gain a global view of the source performance, the extracted electrical negative ion current Iex (total

current to ground, i.e. on tank, calorimeter and grounded grid), electron current Ie (current on extraction grid)

and the current on the grounded grid IGG aremeasured in all beam test facilities. In addition, the total current to

the high voltage power supplies Idrain ismeasured (whichmust be equal to the sumof Iex and Ie). The high voltage

circuit of the prototype source is illustrated in figure 11 including the positive bias of the PGwith respect to the

source body. TheHV layout is similar for the ELISE test facility [35]with the exception of the vertical division of

the extraction and grounded grid in two segments, allowing in particular for determination of the individual co-

extracted electron currents in the upper and the lower half of the extraction system. Thus, possible asymmetries

in the co-extracted electron current can be identified.

The evolution of the extracted negative ion and co-extracted electron current density during the first day of

Cs conditioning at the BATMAN test facility is shown infigure 12. The extractedH− current density is increased

by a factor of 9.7 while je is decreased by a factor of 1.8 during this operational day. The achieved ratio of

Figure 10.Neutral Cs density in the top and bottompart of the source for the seventh and 130th pulse of an operational day at
BATMAN.

Figure 11. Schematic view of the high voltage circuit of the prototype source, including the bias circuit of the PG.
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je/jex=1.6 at the end of this day indicates that the source is not yet in goodCs condition; in good condition a

value for je/jexway below 1 can be reached in hydrogen operation.

3.2.2. Tungsten wire calorimeter

In order to get a rough shape of the beam extracted at ELISE andBATMANaswell as for a rough estimation of

the beamdivergence, the beam intersects a tungstenwire calorimeter, a grid of tungstenwires [36]. The

thickness of the tungstenwires (200–300 μm)has been chosen so that the temperature increase for typical beam

parameters is up to 2600 K (thermal equilibrium reached in about 1 s). ACCDcamera (visible light) records a

video of the tungstenwires. An image of the tungstenwire calorimeter during beam extraction at ELISE is shown

infigure 13(a). The individual tungstenwires are spaced by 20 mm, the calorimeter ismounted 1.8 m

downstreamof the grounded grid. The eight individual beamlet groups of ELISE are clearly distinguishable, as

long as good beamoptics is chosen.

3.2.3. Beam emission spectroscopy (BES)

BESis based on themeasurement ofDoppler-shiftedHα radiation emitted from excited hydrogen atoms

created by collision of the beamwith background gas particles. For this purpose, lines of sight with a certain

angle to the beamdirection are used. BES yields information about three quantities: the intensity of the fully

accelerated beam (which is proportional to the integral over the fullyDoppler-shifted peak), the beam

divergence (correlating with the FWHMof the fully Doppler-shifted peak) as well as the amount ofH− ions

stripped in the accelerator (leading to a non-fully Doppler-shifted peak). At BATMAN, 5 horizontal LOSwith a

vertical spacing of 40 mmare installed, allowing the determination of a vertical beamprofile. ELISE is equipped

with 16 horizontal LOSwith a spacing of 50 mmand 4 vertical LOSwith a spacing of 160 mm [36], the lines of

sight intersect the beam at an axial distance of roughly 2.6 m from the grounded grid. A typical vertical beam

Figure 12.Evolution of the extractedH− current density and the co-extracted electron current density during thefirst day of Cs
conditioning of a BATMANcampaign. Operational parameters have been kept constant (0.3 Pafilling pressure, 60 kWRFpower,
5 kV extraction voltage).

Figure 13. (a)Beampattern on the tungstenwire calorimeter during an ELISE beampulse. (b)Vertical beamprofile determined by
BES for the same pulse. (c) IR image of the diagnostic calorimeter for the same pulse. Discharge parameters: hydrogen, RF power
31 kW/driver, UHV=30 kV, jex=123 A m−2.
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profile at ELISE (integral of the fully Doppler-shifted peak) is shown infigure 13(b). The upper and lower

beamlet groups are clearly divided.

3.2.4. Diagnostic calorimeter

The diagnostic calorimeter acts as a beamdump at each beam test facility. Themost sophisticated diagnostic

calorimeter is installed at ELISE [36]: a pattern of 30×30 copper blocks (surface of 38 mm×38 mm, spacing

of 2 mm, thickness of 25 mm) ismounted on a back plate; the latter incorporates awater cooling circuit.

Thermocouples are embedded in 48 blocks. The diagnostic calorimeter ismounted 3.5 mdownstream the

grounded grid. Three diagnostics are using this calorimeter:

• Bymeans of calorimetricmeasurement of the coolingwater the global beampower is calculated (available at

all beam test facilities; at ELISEmeasured separately in four quadrants).

• The embedded thermocouples provide a shape of the beamprofile as well as the beampower (available at all

beam test facilities; at BATMAN29 thermocouples are used).

• An IR camerameasures the temperature increase of the individual blocks (only available at ELISE) allowing

for thermography. Both, beamprofile and power can be determined.

An image of the IR camera during beam extraction at ELISE is shown in figure 13(c). The individual copper

blocks lead to a pixelated structure of the image. The top and bottombeamlet groups are clearly divided. Due to

the longer distance from the grounded grid in comparison to the tungstenwire calorimeter, the four horizontal

beamlet groups are strongly overlapping on the diagnostic calorimeter.

4. Comparison of hydrogen anddeuteriumoperation

For identical source parameters (RFpower, filling pressure, extraction voltage, etcK) andmagnetic field

configuration, the absolute value and the temporal stability of the extracted negative ion current and the co-

extracted electron current for ion source operation in deuterium can significantly differ from results in

hydrogen operation. This behavior is correlated to differences in the plasma structure and the plasma

parameters, for example the positive ion density and the plasma potential. This section highlights and discusses

the properties of hydrogen and deuteriumplasmas aswell as the beam.

4.1. Performance inH2 andD2

Figure 14 shows the source performance for short pulses (7.2 s plasma phase, 4.5 s beam extraction) at BATMAN

in hydrogen (upper part of the figure) and deuterium (lower part of the figure) at pfill=0.6 Pa and using the

filterfield created bymagnets in the external frame. Shown are results of pulses performed for different values of

the extraction potential, the bias potential, the RF power and different status of the caesium conditioning. For

each pulse one value (averaged over the second half of the beam extraction) is presented.

Themaximumachievable extracted negative ion current density in deuterium is comparable with the results

in hydrogen but the amount of co-extracted electrons, however, is generallymuch larger. Due to the limit of the

power deposited by the electrons onto the EG this effect can strongly restrict the source performance obtainable

in deuteriumoperation.

For hydrogen and jex<300 Am−2 the electron-ion-ratio remains roughly constant with increasing PRF. In

contrast for deuterium the electron-ion-ratio increases with PRF. This behavior is in general agreement with

results obtained at ELISE [19].

Figure 15 demonstrates the isotope effect in the temporal behavior of the performance during single pulses.

Shown are the extracted negative ion current densities and the electron-ion-ratio for pulses in ELISE at 0.3 Pa.

Figure 15(a) illustrates results for short pulses (20 s plasma phase, 9.5 s beam extraction),figure 15(b) for long

pulses (3600 s plasma pulse, 20×9.5 s pulsed beam extraction, one averaged value per beam extraction phase).

The best pulses up to nowhave been chosen, i.e. pulses combining jex as high as possible togetherwith je/jex<1.

Shown in the top part offigure 15 are results for hydrogen, in the bottompart results for deuterium.

The same amount of RF powerwas injected for both isotopes (short pulses: 50 kW/driver, long pulses:

20 kW/driver). Due to the higher amount of co-extracted electrons, in deuterium a lower extraction potential, a

higher bias potential and a highermagnetic filter strength have been used.

For short pulses (figure 15(a)) the extracted negative ion currents are stable, both in hydrogen and deuterium.

In contrast, the electron-ion-ratio in deuterium starts at amuch higher value than in hydrogen and it increases

much faster during the course of the pulses. This effect is a general one that is observed at all test facilities [37].
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Due to this strong increase of the co-extracted electrons the deuteriumpulse is stopped prematurely (after

around 1 s) to avoid thermal overloading of the EG.

Long pulse operationwas possible up to 1 h, even in deuterium (figure 15(b)) but at reduced source

parameters. The starting value of the electron-ion-ratio for deuteriumoperation is comparable to hydrogen

operation. This result seems to be in contradiction to the statement that je/jex generally is higher in deuterium

but it can be explained by the different source parameters used for the two isotopes. During the 1 h pulse in

hydrogen a distinct improvement of the source performance can be seen between the first and the second beam

blip. Reason is that this pulse has been performed at the beginning of the respective operating day, i.e. it was not

Figure 14.Comparison of the performance obtained at BATMAN in hydrogen and deuterium for different values of the RF power at
pfill=0.6 Pa.

Figure 15.Time traces of the extracted ion current (green) and the electron-ion-ratio (red) at ELISE in hydrogen and deuterium
operation and pfill=0.3 Pa. (a) short pulses; (b) one hour plasma pulses with 20 beamblips.
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preceded by the usually performed daily caesium conditioning process. Instead, the caesium conditioning took

place during thefirstminutes of the long plasma pulse. For both isotopes the electron-ion-ratio increased during

the pulse but this increase ismuchmore pronounced in deuterium [19].

In order to investigate the dependence of the temporal behavior of the extracted currents on the source

parameters, dedicated short pulse experiments have been performed at ELISEwith the following source

parameters: PRF=20 kW/driver, pfill=0.6 Pa, IBias=55 A.Different values for the extraction potential

(hydrogen: 4 kV, deuterium: 3 kV) and the PG current (defining the strength of themagnetic filter; hydrogen:

2.5 kA, deuterium: 4 kA) have been used for the two isotopes. Figure 16 shows for both isotopes the temporal

change during the pulse (in percent) of the extracted negative ion current jex and the electron-ion-ratio versus

thefilling pressure. Open symbols show results for themagnetic filter generated only by the current IPGwhile full

symbols representmeasurements with externalmagnets attached to the sidewalls strengthening the IPGfield

[17–19].

For hydrogen operation the co-extracted electron current increases only slightly during the 9.5 s beam

extraction phase. Themagnitude of this increase does not depend on thefilling pressure. The extracted negative

ion current is stable for all investigated values of the pressure. These results are validwithout andwith the

strengthening externalmagnets.

In deuterium the temporal behavior of both ion and co-extracted electron current depend on the filling

pressure: while for pfill�0.7 Pa the results are comparable to hydrogen, for decreasing the pressure toward

ITER values (�0.3 Pa) amuch stronger increase of je during the pulses is observed, accompanied by a slight

decrease of jex. This decrease of jexwith increasing je can be explained by an increasing electron density in the

plasma volume close to the extraction apertures, resulting in an increased negative space charge generated by

these electrons and additionally an increased probability for destruction of negative ions by electron collision.

Using the additional externalmagnets, the increase of the co-extracted electrons in deuterium at

pfill=0.3 Pa is reduced bymore than 40%.The externalmagnets additionally result in a significant reduction of

the absolute amount of co-extracted electrons and only a slight reduction of the extracted negative ions (see

figure 23). Thesemagnets were a prerequisite for performing at ELISE plasma pulses over one hour in deuterium

at 0.3 Pa.

Up to now, no full explanation for the observed strong differences between the results obtained in hydrogen

and deuteriumoperation is known. Themain physical property inwhich hydrogen differs fromdeuterium is its

mass. Thismay have an influence on reaction probabilities, e.g. for interactionwith the caesium reservoirs in the

ion source. Additionally and as a consequence of themass difference the energy eigenvalues for themolecular

vibrational and rotational sub-states and the population distribution of these states differ.

In order to improve the understanding of the physics behind the observed isotope effect, several diagnostic

techniques have been applied in order to systematicallymeasure the parameters in the plasma and the beam for

both isotopes.

Figure 16. Stability of the extracted negative hydrogen current density and the co-extracted electron current in ELISE during short
pulses in hydrogen and deuterium,with andwithout the strengthening externalmagnets.
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4.2. Plasma parameters inH2 andD2

Shown in figure 17 are results ofOESmeasurements performed in the driver of BATMAN [21]. In this ionizing

plasma, hydrogenmolecules are dissociated into hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atoms are then converted into

negative ions by impinging on the lowwork function PG surface. Full symbols represent results for hydrogen,

open ones deuterium. Themeasurements have been performed at pfill=0.6 Pa,PRF=70 kW, using thefilter

field created bymagnets in the external frame andwith andwithout caesiumpresent in the ion source volume.

The electron temperature is slightly lower in deuterium. Taking into account the large error bars and the

non-systematic behavior of the results, no clear statement can bemade regarding the isotope dependence of the

electron density. The gas temperature does not depend on the isotope. The vibrational temperature in the

molecular ground state (not shown here)was determined for both isotopes to 5000 K. The only clearly

observable isotope effect is in the atomic tomolecular density ratio: the dissociation is higher in deuterium than

in hydrogen. The higher dissociation in deuterium at almost the same plasma parameters ismost probably a

result of the dissociation cross sections that are higher for deuterium than for hydrogen [38]. At 8 eV roughly a

factor of two is obtained between the cross sections for dissociation of the lowest vibrational level v=0 in the

molecular ground state, decreasing slightly with increasing vibrational quantumnumber.

The influence of adding caesiumon the plasma parameters in the driver is small. Amuch stronger influence

is observed in the plasma region close to the PGwhere, as shown infigure 9, the negative hydrogen ion density

significantly increases when caesium is added. The simultaneous decrease of the electron density with caesium

can be observed by Langmuir probesmeasurements (see for example figure 8).

The observed trends are in agreementwith previousmeasurements performed at BATMANwith the

standard configuration of themagnets, i.e. inside the source [27].

Movable Langmuir probes in BATMAN [39] allow investigating the expansion of the plasma from the driver

towards the PG and how this expansion depends on the isotope: figure 18(a) shows, for hydrogen and

deuterium, the positive ion densitymeasured in the upper and the lower part of the ion source (at pfill=0.6 Pa,

Uex=5 kV,Uacc=10 kV andwith the embeddedfiltermagnets). The positive ion density shows for both

probe positions a pronounced profile with a localmaximum in 5–12 cmdistance from the PG. Similar profiles

have also been observed for the filter field generated by the external frame [39]. The general shape of the profiles

is comparable forH2 andD2; the localmaxima are shifted slightly toward the PG for deuterium. The reason for

these profiles is a complex interplay of different drift effects. Density profiles calculated using a 2D fluid code

with a planar symmetry [40] are in good general agreementwith the Langmuir probe results, as can be seen in

figure 18(b), showing the calculated 2Dprofile [41] of the electron density. Themagneticfilter causes a strong

decrease of the electron temperature close to the PG.Due to the interplay of diamagnetic drifts and E×B drifts

localminima of the electron temperature are formed that are accompanied by the localmaxima of the plasma

density observed by the probes.

Close to the PG the plasma densitymeasured by the Langmuir probes is higher in the upper part of the

plasma. The plasma in this region ismore homogeneous for operation in deuterium. These results are in

agreementwith results of other diagnostics, e.g. OES [42].

Figure 17.Plasma parameters obtained byOES for the driver of BATMAN in hydrogen and deuteriumoperationwith andwithout
caesium at pfill=0.6 Pa.
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4.3. Beamproperties inH2 andD2

BESmeasurements of the beamhave been carried out in order to correlate the plasma properties to the beam

properties. Figure 19 shows an example of BATMANat 0.3 Pa, using the embedded filtermagnets,Uex=5 kV
andUacc=15 kV. Plotted is a profile of the beam intensity deduced from the integrated emissivity of the fully

shiftedDoppler peakmeasured along thefive BES lines of sight.

For both isotopes approximately the same negative ion current was extracted. In deuterium, the beamprofile

ismore centered than in hydrogen and it shows a better homogeneity. In hydrogen the beam is shifted strongly

upwardswith the result that themeasurement range of thefive BES lines of sight is not sufficient for determining

the position of themaximumbeam intensity.

The fact that this result is in general agreementwith the plasma density profile shown infigure 18(a) is the

result of a complex interplay of different physical effects. Taking into account only the production of the

negative ions, the beam structure should dependmainly on the homogeneity of the atomic flux toward the PG

(surface conversion of hydrogen atoms is the dominant process for negative ion production at the PG surface

[43]). However, the plasma homogeneity close to the PGplays additionally a role, since positive ions are needed

for the space charge limited transport of surface produced negative ions toward the extraction apertures [44].

Additionally, vertical deflections of the extracted beam are caused by the Lorentz force,mainly due to the fringe

field of themagnetic filterfield in the accelerator. The impact of the Lorentz force on particle trajectories ismass

dependent and thus different for hydrogen and deuterium. A full description of the interplay of these physical

effects needs to be based onmodel calculations, ideally taking into account both, the plasma and the beam. First

Figure 18. (a)Axial profiles of the positive ion density in BATMANmeasured using twomovable Langmuir probes located in the top
part and the bottompart of the expansion region (pfill=0.6 Pa). Red: hydrogen; blue: deuterium. (b) 2Dprofile of the positive ion
density calculated using a 2Dfluid code [40, 41]. The arrows indicate the positive ionflux.

Figure 19.Vertical profiles of the beammeasured at BATMAN (using beam emission spectroscopy) for hydrogen and deuterium
discharges.
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steps of such a full description have been done using the 2D fluid code [40], the beam code BBC-NI [10] and

additionally simple trajectory tracking codes.

5. Size scaling

The experience and results gained at the test facilities allow a size scaling study from the prototype source

towards the ITER relevant size at ELISE, in which operational issues, physical aspects and the source

performance are addressed.

5.1. Lowpressure operation

In all sources, low source pressure operationwith 0.3 Pafilling pressure and below is possible: 0.1 Pawas

demonstrated at BATMAN [7], 0.2 Pa at ELISE [45]. However, filterfield studies at the prototype source at

BATMANrevealed that plasma sustainment becamemore difficult the closer themagnetic frame is located to

the driver [30]. For example, when themagnet framewas shifted to themiddle of the expansion region

(increasing themagnetic field strength inside the driver), stable plasma operationwas possible only for pressures

at or above 0.4 Pa. This suggests that the penetration of themagnetic field into the driver plays a role as well as the

3D topology of themagneticfield. In standard configuration, with the innermagnets (z=3 cm), operation at

highRF power and lowpressure showed a strong neutral depletion [11] such that also plasma sustainment

became an issue. As in the large sources the gasflow ismuch higher less neutral depletion can be expected.

5.2. Short and long pulse operation

In short pulse operation, the ITERparameters with respect to negative ion current density and the amount of co-

extracted electrons at 0.3 Pa have been demonstrated in the prototype source at BATMAN (4 s beams) [7], in

both hydrogen and deuterium. At ELISE the first caesiation has been done in short pulses [10] and at reduced RF

power levels. Figure 20 compares the source performance at BATMANwith the one at ELISE as a function of the

RF power per driver. ELISEwas operatedwith 20 s plasma including 9.5 s beams. For better comparison only

data points with extraction voltages between 8.5 and 9.5 kV are plotted, whichmeans the best results achieved at

BATMANare not included as they have been obtained at higher voltages (up to 11 kV). As shown, operation in

hydrogenwith a low co-extracted electron current is not an issue, neither in BATMANnor in ELISE. The

current densities of negative ions show a comparable RF efficiency in the large source as in the prototype source.

From these quite encouraging results extrapolations of themeasured ELISE data to the ITER value (horizontal

line) are performed: a required RF power of about 70–80 kWper driver can be expected for the large source

which is less than envisaged for the ITERNBI source.

Extension of the pulse length is often limited by the amount of the co-extracted electrons, in particular in

deuteriumoperation. Being theminority in the ion–ion plasma close to the extraction the temporal and spatial

behavior of the electrons ismuchmore sensitive on the caesiumdynamics. The latter is influenced by the

evaporation rate and to some extent by the position, the distribution and deterioration of the caesium in the

Figure 20.Comparison of the source performance at BATMAN (open symbols) and ELISE (closed symbols) in (left)hydrogen and
(right) deuteriumdischarges at a pressure of 0.3 Pa and extraction voltages<9.5 kV.
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vacuumphase, and by the redistribution and cleaning effect of the caesium layers during plasma phases

[8, 10, 37].

Dedicated comparison has been performed between ELISE and the cw test facilityMANITU [46] in order to

see if cw plasma pulses combinedwith cw extraction (MANITU) or pulsed extraction (ELISE) led to a difference

on the extracted currents. Previous experiments atMANITU showed that no difference exists for the negative

ion current. However, the electrons are againmuchmore sensitive. This can be seen infigure 21 inwhich two

consecutiveMANITUpulses are shown. Clearly, the temporal behavior of the electrons in the beamblips is

different compared to cw extraction but not so pronounced as for the beamblips at ELISE shown aswell in

figure 21. The strong dynamics of the extracted electrons is assigned to back-streaming positive ions, created in

the accelerator system, impinging on the back plate of the ion source at which caesium is cumulated and

sputtered by these particles. Consequently caesium is released and redistributed in the source. This is confirmed

by the time trace of the caesium emission signal (852 nm line of neutral caesiumobserved via a LOS parallel to

the PG at 2 cmdistance) showing a pronounced increase during extraction [16]. Compared to ELISE the

percentage of the area of the back plate hit by the back-streaming ions ismuch lower atMANITU explaining the

less pronounced effect. Obviously, a deconditioning of the caesium takes place between the beamblips, whereas

the caesium released by the back streaming ions improves the source performance. Attempts to increase the

caesium evaporation rate and thus supplymore caesium to the source had the disadvantage to cause either

breakdowns between the grids or RFmatching problems in the driver.

Figure 22 shows the typical long pulse behavior at the prototype test facilityMANITU for hydrogen and

deuterium. A very good stability of the extracted ion currents is observed, whereas the co-extracted electrons

increase steadily during the extraction. Similar results are observed at ELISE (seefigure 15(b)). In general, this

increase ismore pronounced in deuteriumwhich highlights again the relevance to control the co-extracted

electrons in particularly for deuteriumoperation, independently of the source size [47].

Figure 21. Left: pulsed versus continuous extraction in consecutive pulses at theMANITU test facility. Right: pulsed extraction at the
test facility ELISE.

Figure 22.Extracted current densities of long pulses at theMANITU test facility in hydrogen (left) and deuteriumoperation (right).
Beside the pressure, the power per driver and the extraction voltage are given.
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5.3. Scaling ofmagneticfield topology, bias area andCs consumption

Thefilterfield at the large ITER-relevant sources created by a current through the plasma grid forms a 3D

magnetic field patternwhich is completely different from that of prototype sourcewhere it is generated by

permanentmagnets (see section 2.3). The adjustment of the PG current allows for changing themagnetic field

strengthwithout changing the 3D topology—with the exception, that the fixedfield from the electron deflection

magnets dominates the totalmagnetic field in vicinity to the PG. As already demonstrated at RADI, the plasma

emission in the ELISE drivers increases with increasing field strength due the hampered plasmaflowout of the

driver whereas it decreases close to the plasma grid because of reduction of the plasma transport across the

magnetic filter [30]. At about 0.6 kAPG current (about 0.6 mT at the PG centre), the electron temperature is

already reduced to the desired value of 1 eV and the electron density is reduced as well. For the prototype source

only values for the field strength of about 7 mTat different distances from the PG (3 cm for the internalmagnets

and 9 cm for themagnet frame) andwithoutfilter field are available resulting in temperatures in front of the PG

of�1 eV and 4–5 eV, respectively. In view of the ITER source forwhich 5 kA of PG current will be available one

can conclude that the filter field topology as well as the strength is sufficient to achieve the desired cooling effect

needed for reducing the destruction of negative ions by electrons in front of the PG.However, for the sufficient

electron suppression a higherfilterfield is required.

The influence of the extraction voltage and the interplaywith the bias voltage applied to the plasma grid

needs to be clarified as well. In contrast to the prototype source, the plasma drift ismuch less pronounced at

ELISE.OES results imply that the plasma in front of the grid is vertically symmetric; using six horizontal LOS the

intensity of Balmer lines varies less than 40% [47]. Obviously, themagnetic filter field topology together with the

modular concept of having four drivers to generate the plasmawith an overlapping of the particles emerging

from each driver in the large expansion chamber leads to an homogeneous illumination of the 0.9×1 m2PG

area by the cold plasma. Althoughfirstmodeling results for these large sources are available [48], further

modeling efforts are highly desired to understand the effects inmore detail. Nevertheless, as the ITER source

represents a doubling of the ELISE source in vertical direction a good plasma illumination of the extraction area

can be expected.

The combination of both, themagnetic filter field and the PGbias, are used to suppress the amount of co-

electrons to a tolerable amountwithout decreasing the current of negative ions [7]. The bias applied between the

plasma grid and the bias plate changes the plasma sheath and hence the electronfluxes to the extraction

apertures. In order to control the fluxes the bias current is a better control parameter than the bias voltage that

needs to be adjusted according to changes in the plasma potential caused, for example, by pressure changes or

caesium seeding [46]. The dependence of the ion current and co-extracted electron current on the bias current is

very similar for the two sources taking into account that the bias current scales with the area of the bias plate

(factor four higher at ELISE): the negative ions are almost independent until they start to decrease whereas the

amount of co-extracted electrons shows an exponential decay until they saturate [47]. For both, an optimal point

for operation is given: having almost the same ion current butwith almostmaximumachievable suppression of

co-extracted electrons. No remarkable difference in the bias voltages (typically around 20 V) is obtained for the

two sources. However, a slight difference of the bias voltage ismeasured for the plasma phase compared to the

beamblips: applying the extraction voltage increases the bias voltage at the prototype source, while it decreases at

ELISE. This indicates differences in the potential structure close to the gridwhichmight be related to the

different geometry of the bias plate at ELISE surrounding the beamlet groups as well. Here plasma potential

measurementsmight givemore insight;firstmeasurements at ELISE are underway.

The dependence of the extracted currents on themagnetic filterfield strength at the plasma grid is shown in

figure 23 for both the prototype source and the ELISE source. Dedicated experiments at the prototype source

revealed that a certainmagnetic field at the PG is beneficial for the amount of extracted negative ions because

they are bent back by thefield to the apertures [5].With increasing field strength at the PG the extracted negative

ion current density decreases, resulting in the parabolic behavior sketched infigure 23. The higher the field the

better the co-extracted electrons are suppressed, however revealing also a lower limit. Here the interplay with the

bias current is very important and the best operation point needs to be identified individually. At ELISE similar

trends are observed (figure 23). Externalmagnets inweakening aswell as in strengthening configuration have

been added.Weakening the IPGfield by the externalmagnets results inmuch higher electron currents but

strengthening the IPGfield results in a further reductionwithout affecting toomuch the ion currents. As

demonstrated in section 4.1, the externalmagnets additionally can stabilize the co-extracted electron current

during pulses (see figure 16). In fact, due to the large distance between themagnets (>1 m), the change of the

magnetic field in the center of the plasma grid is almost negligible, but the 3D-topology changes in particular at

the sidewalls. The comparison of deuteriumwith hydrogen shown infigure 23 for ELISE underlines the

importance to have an adjustablefilter field strength for source operation: for deuterium a strongerfilterfield is

needed (see section 4) but the dependence on the additionalmagnets is similar which confirms the relevance of
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the 3D-topolgy for electron suppression. Consequently, aflexibly adjustable PG current and thusfilterfield

strength is highly advisable also for ITER [49].

Concerning the caesium consumption typical evaporation rates of 5–10 mg h−1 could be estimated at the

prototype source using the IPP caesiumoven equippedwith three Cs ampullas with 1 gCs each as reservoir,

which can be cracked individually [7]. The change to an ovenwhich is equippedwith a surface ionization

detector [50], different nozzle geometry, a valve to prevent degradation of the pure caesium in the reservoir by

impurities in the background gas and awell-elaborated temperature control allowed for better control and

precise adjustment of the caesium evaporation. First estimates result in a factor two to three reduced evaporation

rates. At the ELISE source two ovens of this kind aremounted, one at each sidewall, with approximately similar

total evaporation rate as in the prototype source [47]. This is positively surprising as the source is significantly

larger (230 l compared to 47 l). Although the size scaling parameter for theCs consumption is not identified yet,

the recent ELISE results indicate a lowerCs consumption. This observation is very beneficial for the ITER source

as caesiummaintenance is one of themajor issues limiting the source availability. For both sources higher

caesium evaporation rates are needed for deuterium than for hydrogen (approximately a factor of two) and the

conditioning is alsomuch harder in deuterium.

Although some insights have been gained already in the complex caesiumdynamics (temporally and

spatially), e.g. the beneficial role of having the temperature of the source at or well above 35 °Cand the grid

between 125 °Cand 200 °C, the relevance of building up a caesium reservoir in the vacuumphases for the next

plasma pulse, etc, the caesium conditioning procedure of this large ion source is still not optimized. The

experimental efforts are supported by a 3D trajectory code capable ofmodeling the caesium flow from the oven,

the caesium transport and its redistribution in vacuumand plasma phases [51]. A large part of the required input

parameters (sticking coefficient of caesium as a function of temperature, impurities in the background gas in

vacuum, duration of plasma interaction)were not available in literature and are thus taken frommeasurements

in lab scale experiments operating at ion source relevant parameters [52]. The code has been benchmarked

against experimental results of the prototype source revealing also that the position of the oven is ofminor

relevance for the caesiumdistribution [53]. First results for the large source at ELISE are available revealing the

strong caesiumdynamics in this sourcewith the additional effect of the caesium sputtering from the source back

plate by the back-streaming positive ions [54].

5.4. Beamhomogeneity

For determination of the beamuniformity datameasured at the calorimeter and fromBES are used at ELISE and

BATMAN. For direct comparison some differences have to be taken into account: the size of the extraction area

and the arrangement of the apertures, the beamdivergence which is about 4°−5° at BATMANand 1°−2° at

ELISE in perveancematched conditions, the beam size and the distance to themeasurement position. Because

themagnetfilterfield has also a non-negligible horizontal component in the accelerator, the beam is vertically

Figure 23. Left: performance of the prototype source in hydrogen using differentmagnetic configurations [5]. The dotted lines
represent a parabolic fit (ions) and afit with an exponential decay (electron to ion ratio). Right: performance of the ELISE source in
hydrogen and in deuterium for varyingmagnetic field adjusted by the PG current at different configurations of attachedmagnets [19].
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deflected, whereas themagnetic field of the deflectionmagnets in the extraction grid is arranged such that the

polarity changes from aperture row to aperture row such that although the beam is broadened horizontally, no

effective beamdeflection has to be considered.

The effect of the position and polarity of themagnetic filter field on the vertical position of the beamprofile is

shown infigure 24 for the prototype source [55]. Thesemeasurements have been carried out using the

temporarily installed test calorimetermini-STRIKE [55] at 1 mdistance from the grounded grid. At the standard

magnetic configuration (internalmagnets located 3 cm from the plasma grid, z=3), the beam is shifted by 9 cm

in upward direction corresponding to the direction of the plasma drift. The larger the distance of themagnets

from the plasma grid the smaller is the beam shift. At z=14 cm themagnetic field strength at the PG is about

1.4 mTonly, resulting in a beamwhich is vertically centered. Changing the polarity in case of the z=9 cm
position results in a symmetrically shifted beamposition. Although onlyfive LOS compose the BES diagnostic,

the shift of the beamposition and the slightly asymmetric shape is visible also in the BES beamprofiles. The

average distance between the LOS intercepting the beamand the grounded grid is about 0.6 m.

According to the usage of permanentmagnets, themagnetic field has the same horizontal direction in the

source and in the accelerator at the prototype source. This is different in the large sourcewhere thefield is

created by the PG current resulting in a horizontal reversal of the polarity in the accelerator. Thus, the beamat

ELISE is expected to be deflected downwards if the shift of beamposition is solely caused by themagnetic field.

At ELISE a diagnostic calorimeter blackened by a thin layer ofMoS2 for applying infrared imaging is located

in 3.5 mdistance from the grounded gridwhereas the BES intercepts the beam at about 2.6 m [36]. Both profile

measurements reflect verywell the two rows of beamlet groupswith higher intensity in the upper half of the

beam.With increasingmagnetic field strength (PG current), this asymmetry increases slightly. As expected, the

vertical position is shifted downwards by a few centimetres (between 3 and 5 cm) indicating also an increased

beam shift with higherfield strength. Compared to the prototype source, the shift in the beamposition is less

pronounced. At ELISE the direction of the PG current is chosen such that a plasma drift upward direction is

expected. Thus contrary to the prototype source the influence of the plasma drift and the beamdeflection on the

beampositionwould counteract each other, if a pronounced plasma drift would be observed. As the latter is not

obtained one can conclude that the beam shift is dominantly caused by the fringe field of themagnetic filter in a

well caesiated source, i.e. for uniform caesiation of the plasma grid.

The detailed analysis of theDoppler-shiftedHα peaks obtained by the 20 LOS of the BES reveals an

inhomogeneity of about 3% in horizontal direction and about 7% in vertical direction in awell-conditioned

source and at good perveance conditions. This is very promising concerning the required beamhomogeneity for

the ITER source forwhich deviations of only 10% are allowed in order tominimize losses in the beam line.

Figure 24.Vertical beamprofile asmeasured by themini-STRIKE test calorimeter and by BES for: (Left) differentmagnetic
configurations of the prototype source; (Right) variation of the PGfield at the test facility ELISE.
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6. Summary

RF ion source development for negative ions is performed at IPP for 20 years at several test facilities in hydrogen

aswell as in deuterium, accompanied by an extensive setup of diagnostics for source and beamparameters.

The size increase from the prototype source towards the ELISE source and a different way to generate the

magnetic filterfield showed considerable advantages for the source performance: (i) the caesium consumption

of 5–10 mg h−1 is not higher than in the prototype source. (ii), almost no plasma drift has been observed in the

source and (iii) the drift of the beam ismuch less pronounced. Conditioning procedures have been elaborated

which enable fast reaching of the desired level of high ion and low electron currents values, which is

characterized by a change to an ion/ion plasma close to the plasma grid. In pulses of several s with the prototype

source extracted current densities of 339 Am−2 in hydrogen and 319 Am−2 in deuteriumhave been achieved

which exceed the ITER requirements (329 Am−2 forH–, 286 Am−2 forD−). This demonstrates the physical

potential of the source concept. The ELISE source did not reach these values in short pulses, whichwas caused

mainly by technical limitations of the RF power. Because the efficiency in both sources is almost the same, it is

expected that a power of 75–80 kWper driver will be sufficient to achieve full ITERparameters. A comparison

between the ITER requirements and the achievements performed at IPP prototype and½ size ITER source is

shown in table 2.

In long pulses the best results for ELISE so farwere 153 Am−2 in hydrogen for 1000 s and 57 Am−2 in

deuterium for one hour. The reason for the low values in deuteriumoperation, the increasing electron currents,

has to be the key issue for future investigations.Measures to decrease the electron current like reduction of the

power, higher filter field strength or higher bias potential lead simultaneously to lower ion current. A promising

way seems to be the change of thefilterfield topology, as the experiments with additionalmagnets have shown. A

simpleway to decrease the electron current in deuterium is to raise the source pressure, in addition this would

facilitate RF issues. The pressure required for ITER of 0.3 Pa is based on calculated 30% stripping losses in the

accelerator. At ELISE, however, significantly lower values have beenmeasured [56], so the 0.3 Pa limit is

questionable. Commissioning and operation of the ITER size sources at the neutral beam test facilities will

benefit a lot of the technical and experimental experience gainedwith the IPP sources.
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